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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Battery buffered time

You always need a current time, but do not always have a time-server on site. With the
integrated battery-backed RTC you always have the current time in the unit. Even if the
power fails, the time in the unit continues to operate, so that when the voltage returns, the
time continues to run correctly.



S5-PLC-diagnosis or signal’s doesn’t come, but why?

Your installation shows an error and the commissioning engineer isn't available?
 Connect S5-DIAG with the PLC, enter reason of PLC's malfunction (e.g. O32.5 doesn't
come) and the device lists all possibilities why the output has not been set.
 So you're able to figure out the problem (e.g. safety door not locked) quickly.
 Finding the cause of the malfunction can be so quick and easy.

PLC-coupling (data exchange between PLC-devices)

Your outstation reports the current value cyclically, or in case of malfunction the status
via FAX, to your mobile phone as SMS or to your pager.



Operation as an access point

You are on site your plant and should move round the machine and simultaneously control
or monitor. No problem, you parametrize ALF as an access-point and connect your
S7-LAN or other network-client to him, connect your PC with him and you are online on
the PLC.

PLC-data in Excel-readable file

Save your PLC content, production-data in a file on your PC. This file, a CSV- or
XML-file (depending on the license), can then be used e.g. further processed with Excel.
 A file that includes all configured variables in an infinitely-long list with a suitable
time-stamp, either controlled by the PC or via a PLC-trigger (depending on the license).
No matter which Siemens-control, as soon as a network-connection is available, nothing
stands in the way of recording.
 With S7-LAN for PPI, MPI or Profibus or S5-LAN++ for S5-controllers, PLCs without a
network-connection can also be addressed and recorded. And depending on the license are
several parallel connections possible.



Universal communication at all interfaces

Wired or wireless communication (WIFI) via the same adapter with the respective control
Devices from the BRIDGE-family always connect a wired-network with a
wireless-network (WIFI) and a specific PLC-interface. This gives you access to the
directly connected controller via WIFI (with S7 to the entired bus) as well as to the wired
Ethernet. Of course also from wired Ethernet to WIFI and control/bus.
 Always connected to each other, all made possible by the devices of the BRIDGE-family.

LOGO! - not just a small controller

For many PLC programmers and PLC users, the LOGO! a "toy", but that's not the case.
 The LOGO! is a small-control that also finds its use. With the tools and hardware devices
around the LOGO!-PLC, the user can process information in and from the LOGO! PLC.
 Regardless of whether current-/voltage-values are stored in the LOGO! is to be
processed, the LOGO! sent E-mail-messages, here the user will find many products
related to LOGO!.


